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ABSTRACT

lack of quality of service guarantee in these dynamic and
best eﬀort networking environments.
Network diversity can be exploited by streaming video
information from multiple sources or via multiple network
paths, in order to increase the overall throughput and the
robustness to packet loss. At the same time, the streaming
application could also take beneﬁt of the computing capabilities of network nodes that should not act as simple relay
nodes, but rather participate to improving the performance
of the streaming application. Network coding [3] has been
proposed recently as a promising framework to improve network throughput by performing packet coding operations in
the network nodes. Network coding is generally considered
in multicast scenarios and only a few studies have considered the use of network coding for video streaming in heterogeneous networks. We propose in this paper to build on
the beneﬁts of rateless codes in order to facilitate the deployment of network coding strategies in overlay or mesh
architectures for improved video quality.

In this paper, we consider the problem of streaming video
information on lossy packet networks with path and source
diversity, such as wireless mesh networks or more generally
overlay architectures. We propose to distribute the video
information between several streaming servers and to implement network coding in the forwarding peers in order to
increase the quality of the video decoded by the streaming
client. A network coding algorithm based on Raptor codes
permits to combine video packets in the network nodes and
to increase the symbol diversity in the network. Coupled
with the path diversity in the overlay network, this solution
is shown to oﬀer a signiﬁcant gain in video quality compared
to baseline streaming solutions when loss rate becomes important or the network diversity is reduced.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.3 [Information Systems Applications]: Communications applications - Computer conferencing, teleconferencing, and videoconferencing
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INTRODUCTION

Today’s network architectures oﬀer increasing diversity
to multimedia communication applications, as they often
provide several streaming paths to the receivers as well as
multiple streaming sources. Peer-to-peer systems, wireless
mesh networks, or overlay infrastructures represent such architectures where aggregation of network and computing resources permit to improve the quality of service oﬀered to
the streaming client. Network diversity compensates for the
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σij : Overlay network segment characteristics

Figure 1: Streaming with network diversity. Multiple servers transmit media information to a client
via a set of forwarding peers arranged in stages or
hops.
In particular, we consider the problem of streaming of
video information in mesh or overlay packet networks with
lossy channels, as illustrated in Figure 1. A streaming client
is connected to multiple sources through several forwarding peers that form a streaming overlay infrastructure. The
forwarding peers are arranged in successive stages or hops,
depending on the distance to the sources (computed as the
number of overlay nodes traversed by information ﬂow). An
overlay network with s sources, x nodes in the ﬁrst hop, y
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nodes in the second hop, and r client is denoted in this paper as a s − x − y − r architecture. Each segment between
nodes i and j in this infrastructure is characterized by a set
of parameters 
σij = [rij , πij , αij ], which respectively represent the available bandwidth, the packet loss ratio and the
average length of bursts of errors. We propose to exploit
the diversity oﬀered by the network in order to improve
the performance of the streaming applications. In particular, we encode video information and distribute redundant
packets among multiple streaming sources. In addition, the
forwarding peers implement network coding strategies based
on Raptor codes [14]. These peers gather packets from ancestors peers, and re-encode the video packets in order to
maintain high the symbol diversity in the network. Coupled
with the use of multiple streaming paths, such a strategy becomes quite eﬃcient when loss rates are particularly important with the network, as it is typically the case in wireless
infrastructures. We apply the Raptor-based network coding algorithm to video streaming, and we show that it leads
to better video quality when compared to state-of-the-art
solutions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
network coding algorithm, based on Raptor codes. Section
III extends the network coding scheme to video streaming
applications. Section IV illustrates the performance of the
Raptor-based network video coding scheme for several network scenarios, and shows that the proposed strategy is particularly beneﬁcial when losses are quite important, or when
the number of nodes per hops is limited. Section V ﬁnally
describes the related work.

2.

Source symbols

Precoding symbols

Raptor encoded symbols

Figure 2: Encoding of non-systematic Raptor codes.
The source symbols are ﬁrst pre-coded and successively LT encoded.
enable low complexity encoding and decoding, as it permits
the use of LT codes with sparse parity check matrices. Raptor codes have a very small overhead  that tends to zero
when the number of encoded symbols K increases. In other
words, the number of symbols K (1 + ) that needs to be
received for correct decoding is close to K.
In more details, let C denote a source vector of K input
T
(source) symbols with C = [C1T C2T . . . CK
]. If we represent
as CP the redundant pre-coding symbols, the coding constraints among source and redundant symbols are given by
CP = GP · C,
where GP is the generator matrix of the pre-coder. The LT
encoder then takes as input the pre-coding symbols F1:L =
[CT CTP ]T and generates the Raptor symbols, where L =
K + S + H is the number of pre-coded symbols, and S and
H are respectively the number of LDPC and Half codes constraints. If GLT is the generator matrix of non-systematic
LT encoder, then it holds that

RAPTOR NETWORK CODING

2.1 Overview of Raptor codes

T T
E1:N = [E1T E2T . . . EN
] = GLT (1, 2, . . . , N ) · F,

Channel coding in multimedia systems is generally based
on Reed-Solomon (RS) codes to cope with packet erasures.
However, their usage is limited in practice to small coding
blocks due to their quadratic decoding complexity. Due to
such limitations, fountain and Raptor codes have received
a lot of interest recently since they provide increased performance, with a reduced complexity. They have been proposed respectively for peer-to-peer multimedia delivery [16]
and wireless broadcast systems [13]. Raptor codes are also
quite interesting for network coding, as they allow for simple symbol combinations (XOR) in the network, and they
have interesting rateless properties that render them particularly attractive for streaming applications with timing constraints. Raptor codes [14] are based on LT codes [12] and
are designed in order to achieve linear encoding-decoding
time complexity.
Typically, Raptor codes concatenate weakened LT codes
with outer codes (pre-coding step), as represented in Figure 2. In the LT coding stage, the source symbols are
XOR-ed for generating the encoded symbols, and the implicit structure of the corresponding Tanner graph is passed
to the decoder as a key along with the encoded symbols. The
key, also called ESI, represent the seed of a pseudo-random
generator determining both the encoding symbols degree,
as well as the source symbols to be combined. One of the
implementation of Raptor codes has been recently included
in the 3GPP standard [2], where systematic Raptor codes
employ a pre-coder consisting of regular LDPC codes and
high density Half codes. The pre-coding stage is crucial to

where N is the number of Raptor encoded symbols. The
generator matrix of the LT coder GLT is deﬁned as
GLT = [ΓT1 ΓT2 . . . ΓTn ],
where ΓTi with i = 1, . . . , n is a row vector with ones at
the positions corresponding to the indices of the pre-coded
symbols that are combined for the generation of encoded
symbols. Therefore, for every encoded symbol i = 1, . . . , n,
 
Fj ,
Ei =
j∈Ψi

where Ψi is theset
 of pre-coding symbols indices that are
combined and
is the XOR operator. The Ψi is determined by a pseudo-random generator whose seed is controlled by the ESI information.
The receiver performs Raptor decoding in order to recover
the source symbols. It ﬁrst constructs the matrix A with
the encoding constraints given by the ESI’s of the received
symbols. The ﬁrst rows of A contains the pre-coding conditions given by the generator matrices of the LDPC encoder,
GLDP C and of the Half encoder, GHalf . It also includes

the matrix GLT that is a submatrix of GLT where rows
correspond to missing symbols that have been deleted. The
matrix A can be written as
⎤
⎡
GLDP C IS OS×H
⎦,
GHalf IH
A=⎣

GLT
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where IS and IH are square unit matrices of size S and H,
respectively, and OS×H is a zero matrix of size S × H. If A
has full rank, then the probability for successive decoding of
the original source symbols becomes high. The decoder has
to solve the following linear system of equations :
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P N -1
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PN

G
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GOP ( N G frames)



A[1...M ] · C = D ,


Figure 4:
scheme.

where M > K is the number of received symbols. D is
a vector composed of a zero vector of length S + H and
the vector of received symbols. The above linear system is
solved by Gauss-Jordan elimination.

algorithm is applied as long as the previous conditions can
be satisﬁed.
Obviously, the re-encoding strategy does not increase the
rank of the matrix A, since the re-encoding symbols are combinations of received symbols. The performance of the Raptor codes therefore decreases when the number of hops augments, since the information conveyed by re-encoded symbols is also available in other encoded symbols. Symbol erasures and re-encoding make the matrix A less sparse, so that
Raptor re-encoding can only be applied a limited number of
times. The network coding algorithm however takes advantage of the peer and path diversity. In particular, the rank of
A decreases more gracefully when multi-path transmission
is combined with eﬃcient packet splitting policy. In the proposed system, the sources and intermediate nodes split their
packets into subsets of packets that are sent over diﬀerent
paths. The receiver can ﬁnally retrieve the source packets


for any set of K diﬀerent packets with K > K · (1 + ).

2.2 Raptor network coding

Μ in

Ν np
Ν nq

n
Μ jn
Μ kn

GOP structure of H264/AVC MDC

Ν nr

Figure 3: Raptor network coding peer.

Mnp = (1 − πnp )Nnp
We propose in this paper to apply Raptor coding in the
network nodes, in order to improve the overall throughput of
the streaming application. Network coding based on Raptor re-encoding in the network peers permits to avoid the
computational cost and delays induced by decoding and encoding in the network nodes. It has small computational
cost and keeps the probability of multiple packet reception
very low. We use non-systematic Raptor codes as they offer linear encoding/decoding time and provides an eﬀective
symbol diversity for network coding.
Raptor coding is applied in overlay nodes, as illustrated
in Figure 3. A node n gathers coded symbols from ancestors
nodes. It combines the input symbols {Min , Mjn , Mkn } and
transmits a subset Nnp of the re-encoded symbols to the

node p. The Raptor re-encoding matrix A is constructed
using the ESI’s of the received symbols. The Raptor reencoder generates new symbols combining some of the received symbols in order to compensate for losses. Note that
the transmitted symbols can be erased before reaching the
children peers, and we can write Mnp = (1 − πnp )Nnp .
The selection of symbols to be combined in network peer
is crucial for high performance, since some symbol combina
tions can mislead the decoding process (i.e., the matrix A
stays full rank, but the solution diﬀers from the original). In
order to avoid problems with the Gauss-Jordan elimination
process at the receiver, we combine symbols that satisfy the
following conditions : (a) they correspond to rows of the ma
trix Ai that are orthogonal to all rows of the original matrix


A corresponding to erased symbols; (b) the rows Ai and Aj
corresponding to combined symbols are orthogonal to each
other. The ﬁrst condition ensures that the new symbols are
independent from the erased symbols. The second condition
avoids the combination of non-orthogonal symbols, which
can result in erroneous codewords. The Raptor re-encoding

3. RAPTOR VIDEO CODING
We discuss in this section the application of the above network coding solution to video streaming applications. We
ﬁrst choose a non-systematic Raptor coder based on the
encoder deﬁned in the 3GPP standard [2]. Raptor codes
generally perform satisfactory when the number of source
symbols is suﬃciently large and the overhead of the codes
is kept as small as possible. However, very small packets
are not appropriate for multihop transmission due to the
overhead added by the transport protocols (RTP/UDP/IP
overhead is around 40 bytes). We use packets of 512 bytes,
as proposed in the 3GPP standard. If the overall bitrate
is very low, several symbols are fed together in the same
packet. A 2-byte ESI information ﬁeld is ﬁnally appended
to each packet with a negligible overhead.
Then, the number of encoded symbols has to be suﬃciently high for eﬀective performance of the Raptor coding
system, since it is linked to the number of source symbols
K. We therefore build independent groups of symbols for
each Group of Pictures (GOP) in the bitstream, which represents the pictures between two reference frames. At the
same time, the GOP size is limited by latency constraints.
For transmission of CIF sequences coded at 30 fps, we typically select a GOP size of 60 frames.
Since we use a non-systematic code, the eﬃciency of error concealment at the decoder is very limited in case of
decoding failure. We therefore propose to improve the robustness to error with a simple Multiple Description Coding
(MDC) scheme. The video sequence is split into two independent encoding threads, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The
odd P frames use the ﬁrst I frame as reference frame, while
the even P frames refer to the second I frame. The MDC
coder enhances system robustness because the simultaneous
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loss of both descriptions is quite improbable. Whenever the
decoder fails to retrieve the source information from one description, the other description is used for error concealment
with simple frame replication.

0.8
Probability of successful Raptor decoding

4.

Decoding and Encoding, PLR 10%
Raptor re−encoding, PLR 10%
Decoding and Encoding, PLR 15%
Raptor re−encoding, PLR 15%

0.9

SIMULATION RESULTS

We now analyze the performance of the proposed network
coding algorithm in regular and irregular overlay topologies,
similar to the one illustrated in Figure 1. The source nodes
transmit video streams encoded at the same code rate using
the MDC video coder of Section 3. The proposed MDC video
coder is based on JM 12.2 [1] of the H.264/AVC standard.
Half pixel motion compensation is used and the reference
frame buﬀer value is limited to one. The video encoder
assigns one packet per NALU. Losses are generated based on
a Gilbert-Elliott model, which is a two-state Markov chain
whose transition probabilities drive the packet loss ratio and
the average error burst length.
The proposed Raptor network coding scheme is compared
with a baseline scheme performing Raptor decoding and encoding in every intermediate node. The decoding and encoding scheme replicate randomly the received packet, whenever
Raptor decoding fails or when the number of encoded packets is not suﬃcient to ﬁll the outgoing bandwidth. Alternatively, the network coding performs symbol re-encoding
in the peers, in order to replace erased packets and meet
the output bandwidth link. Whenever there are not enough
packets to hit the outgoing bandwidth capacity with network
coding, it randomly replicates some of the incoming packets
to ﬁll the bandwidth. When the outgoing bandwidth is insuﬃcient, both schemes randomly select a subset of packets
to be transmitted. No reconciliation is performed between
network nodes. Finally, all results have been averaged on
100 simulation runs.
We ﬁrst analyze the evolution of the performance of the
Raptor network coding algorithm, with the number of hops
between the encoder and the decoder as illustrated in Figure 5. Simulations have been performed for a regular topology with 3 peers per hop. We assume that each link has a
capacity of 300 kbps, and 158 packets of 512 bytes each have
been generated with 140 video packets. We observe that
the performance of Raptor re-encoding decreases with the
number of hops, as expected. In addition, the re-encoding
strategy is mostly beneﬁcial at high average loss rate, when
compared to encoding and decoding in the network nodes.
The results in Figure 6 conﬁrms these observations, as they
show that the probability of failure decreases more rapidly
in the re-encoding strategy, when the number of received
symbols increases. This is due to the high number of packet
replicates in the decoding and encoding strategy.
Then, we analyze the behavior of the network coding
strategy as a function of the average link bandwidth, r̄. The
average packet loss ratio is set to 0.05, and the link bandwidth is randomly selected in [r̄ − 40, r̄ + 40] kbps. The
“Foreman” CIF sequence is encoded at 512 Kbps, and the
Raptor symbol size is 512 bytes. We compare in Figure 7 the
performance of the network coding and the baseline schemes
for a regular (2−3−3−2) and an irregular (2−2−3−2) overlay network topology. From Figure 7(a) it can be seen that
the decoding and encoding approach performs better than
the Raptor network coding approach for a regular 2−3−3−2
topology with suﬃcient diversity. The performance gap is
quite signiﬁcant for low average link bandwidth. The per-
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Figure 6: Probability of decoding failure vs number
of symbols, in a 5-hop topology.
formance diﬀerence then decreases sharply as the average
link capacity increases, and both methods perform similarly
when the bandwidth is high. The improved performance of
the decoding and encoding approach is due to the replication
policy followed in the intermediate nodes. It ensures successful decoding at the second hop nodes and the receivers. On
contrary, the Raptor network coding scheme cannot maintain a suﬃciently high packet diversity for low bandwidth
links. It hardly succeeds in exploiting path diversity to compensate for the decay of the packet diversity, which reduces
the probability that the end-nodes receive a set of packets
that corresponds to full rank generator matrix.
The inﬂuence of the link capacity is more apparent when
we evaluate the coding scheme in a irregular 2 − 2 − 3 − 2
topology, as shown in Figure 7(b). Since the ﬁrst hop has
only two nodes, the packet replication policy can not assist
decoding and encoding scheme since the set of packets that
arrive at the second hop does not correspond to a linear
equation system with full rank. For this topology, the network coding system even performs best, since it becomes less
sensitive to the above problems. However, it should be noted
that the system needs slightly higher average bandwidth to
guarantee error free video decoding, when compared to the
regular topology.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Finally, we compare the performance of both schemes with
the link bandwidth is quite heterogeneous. The average link
capacity r̄ is set to 250 and 300 kbps respectively for the
regular 2 − 3 − 3 − 2 and the irregular 2 − 2 − 3 − 2 topologies, respectively. The actual link bandwidths are then randomly selected as r̄ + σ, with σ ∈ [20, 100] kbps. The results conﬁrm the previous analysis, as the the decoding and
re-encoding strategy performs best for the regular topology
(see Figure 8(a)), due to the large variations of bandwidth.
For the irregular topology, the performance are again better for the network coding algorithm, as the baseline scheme
fails to transmit enough diﬀerent packets due to the reduced
number of peers (see Figure 8(b)). Overall, the simulation
results highlights the importance of the average link capacity for good performance of streaming solutions based on
network diversity. Proper rate allocation therefore becomes
critical, since the network coding algorithm performs close to
decoding and re-encoding strategies for well-deﬁned channel
conditions, but outperforms it when channel characteristics
are not correctly estimated.

5.

We have proposed in this paper a video network coding
algorithm based on Raptor codes for media streaming in
lossy packet networks. Information symbols are re-encoded
in the network nodes, before transmission to the next hop
towards the media client. Re-encoding permits to avoid the
complexity and delay due to decoding and re-encoding operations implemented in state-of-the-art solutions. Such a
network coding solution shows to be beneﬁcial at high loss
rate, or when the network diversity is limited. The results
also illustrate that eﬃcient rate allocation is certainly crucial for the deployment of eﬀective network coding systems
in heterogeneous networks such as wireless mesh networks.
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RELATED WORK

Network coding has received a lot of attention from the
research community in the past few years. Network coding
schemes that have been proposed in the literature can be
classiﬁed in two major categories, namely the systems based
on algebraic and channel coding. An algebraic perspective
on network coding has ﬁrst been provided in [9], which shows
that maximal robustness to non-ergodic link failures can be
achieved. Linear network codes have been considered in [10]
for multi-hop networks, where they achieve the max-ﬂow
capacity bound with controllable complexity in the network
nodes. Recently, the beneﬁts of network coding has been
thoroughly examined in wireless sensor networks with dynamically changing topologies [5]. Alternatively, channel
codes have also been proposed for network coding. For
example, a network coding system based on LDPC codes
has been proposed in [4] for transmission over wireless relay
networks. Joint network-channel coding (JNCC) has been
proposed recently for transmission over relay channels [7],
based on Turbo codes. In this paper, we have proposed to
use Raptor codes for network coding, in order to take beneﬁt
from their rateless and low complexity properties in realtime
streaming systems.
In addition, a few works have addressed lately the application of network coding principles to streaming applications. Reed-Solomon codes or LT codes have been implemented in network-embedded FEC nodes [18] and in network peers [17], respectively, in order to enhance the robustness to transmission errors. In both cases, the packets
are decoded and re-encoded in the network nodes, before
transmission towards the streaming client. Both schemes
show that the network throughput can be signiﬁcantly improved with network coding. However, decoding and recoding operations in network nodes augments the latency
of the streaming system. Network coding has also been
proposed for multicasting in overlay or peer-to-peer networks [19, 11, 6, 8], where it takes advantage of path diversity. The beneﬁt of network coding with peer-to-peer
networks has been evaluated in [15], which shows that network coding is very useful in peer-to-peer networks, since it
provides granularity and resiliency to network dynamics and
leads to better bandwidth usage.
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Figure 7: PSNR comparison for transmission of the “Foreman” CIF sequence coded at 512 Kbps with respect
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